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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

September 3, 1975
MEETING WITH BIPARTISAN CONGRESSIONAL LEADERSHIP
Thursday, September 4, 1975
7:45-9:20 a.m. (95 minutes)
The Cabinet Room
From:
I.

Max L. Friedersdorf
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PURPOSE
To discuss energy and the Mid-East settlement
with the leaders.
To receive briefings on the various leaders who
travelled abroad during the August recess.

II.

BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS AND PRESS PLAN
A.

Background: .
1.

Congress reconvened yesterday (Wednesday, September 3),
after the August recess.

2.

In the interim, an Egypt-Israeli settlement has been
achieved in the Middle East, and controls on domestic
oil expired Sunday, August 31, 1975.

3.

During the recess, the Speaker and Bob Michel led a
20 Member delegation to the Soviet Union, Romania and
Yugoslavia where the Congressional delegation met with
all three heads of State. Phil Burton and Mel Price
were also on this trip.

4.

John Anderson and Senator Robert Byrd led another Congressional delegation, appointed by the President, to the
People's Republic of China.

5.

Senator Mansfield took a trip around the world, including
a stop in Portugal.
He sent along a report, a copy of
which is in Tab A, on Portugal and Saudi Arabia.

B.

PARTICIPANTS:

See Tab B

c.

Press Plan - The Press Office has announced the meeting.
Press and White House photographers.

III.

TALKING POINTS

A.

B.

C.

Middle East
1.

We have achieved a significant peace settlement in the
Middle East which could result in stabilizing a
dangerous situation.

2.

Congressional approval will be required on the technician
feature. Copies of this proposal have been sent to the
Speaker and the President of the Senate.

3.

Henry returned from the Middle East last night and
here to give us a first hand report on the settlement.

Energy

(See Tab C)

1.

Controls expired on oil last Sunday night.

2.

I intend to veto the six month allocation extension
bill after Senator Mansfield has the opportunity to
hold a conference later today.

3.

I have indicated my willingness to continue efforts to
seek a gradual decontrol during a meeting here last
Friday with the Speaker and the Senate Majority Leader.

4.

Frank Zarb is here to give us a brief report on the
current situation regarding energy.

Congressional Travel
1.

There were a number of highly interesting and important
trips overseas during the recess and I thought it would
be helpful if we could receive reports from the leaders
today.

2.

The Speaker led a large bipartisan delegation of senior
Members to the Soviet Union, Yugoslavia and Rpm?l-nia
where they met with ·all three heads of State, as well as
holding three lengthy sessions with deputies of the
Supreme Soviet.

3.

Mr. Speaker, perhaps we could now hear from you, Bob
Michel, Phil Burton and Mel Price on this trip.

4.

Senator Mansfield went around the world and visited such
trouble spots as Portugal. Senator, would you care to
brief us?
\

5.

John Anderson and Bob Byrd led another delegation to the
People's Republic of China and perhaps we could hear
from John and Bob.

IV.· AGENDA

7:45-8:00 a.m.
(15 minutes)

The President welcomes the Leaders back and
gives a report on developments in the
Middle East.

8:00-8:30 a.m.
( 30 minutes)

The President calls on Secretary Kissinger
for a briefing on the Middle East settlement.

8:30-8:45 a.m.
(15 minutes)

The President and Dr. Kissinger respond to
questions on the Middle East settlement.

8:45-8:50 a.m.
(5 minutes)

The President reviews the energy situation.

8:50-8:55 a.m.
(5 minutes)

The President calls on Frank Zarb for energy
comments.

8:55-9:00 a.m.
(5 minutes)

The President and Zarb respond to questions
on energy.

9:00-9:20 a.m.
(20 minutes)

The President calls on the Speaker, Bob Michel
Phil Burton, Mel Price, Senator Mansfield,
John Anderson and Senator Robert Byrd for
trip reports.

9:20 a.m.

The President concludes the meeting.

;
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heretofore exercised authority in Portugal a.re in the driver's seat at the
present time .

The new leadership consists of younger officers who until

very recently were in the middle and even lower grades. As S\}-Ch they shared
few of the privileges enjoyed by their superiors in the Salazar-Caetano period .
Yet, they bore the brunt of the anguish and attrition which resulted from the
political bumbling and the catastrophic delay of the Salazar government in
facing up to the transition in the Portuguese African colonies .

It is 30

years since the British resolved a similar problem and about 20 since the
French did so .
the inevitable .

Not until Salazar ' s death did the Portuguese even recognize
The cost in lives and resources was enormous .

The. stagnation of a long-entrenched military-political system pursuing
a hopeless colonial war would have been enough to produce upheaval in Portugal .
Add to tnis factor, an atrophied rural life heavily weighted by one of the most
conservative wings of the Catholic churcn . Add to it, too, the indignation of
an emotional people on discovering at long last, with the passing of Salazar,
that the absence of a political life for so many years was not preordained .
In tnese circumstances, a period of widespread political turbulance was to be
expected .

Nor is it likely that a new political order will be established very

quickly .

lndeed, the Portuguese will be very lucky if they avoid in the interim

a full-scale civil war .

If there is any universal Western concern with this

s ituation, it should be to try to minimize the likelihood of such a disastrous
conflict .
The Portuguese military leadership, which has been at the center of
the storm, has not sought to monopolize the upheaval.
it could not do otherwise .

Perhaps that is because

Some might also say it is due to political naivite .

- 3 However that may be, from the point of view of freedom, it is to the military's
credit that they have encouraged the participation of political elements in the
groping for a new sense of political direction.

Indeed, "a hundred flowers have

bloomed" in Portuguese political life.
Among these flowers there are some bizarre varieties.

There are some

strong-armers notably in the North and probably in the Azores, reminiscent of
Mussolini's early cohorts. Among them, too, there are militant Communists.
There is no doubt, moreover, that the Communists are exerting an influence disproportionate to their numbers in the evolution of the new order in Portugal by
pl.a.cement inside the government and in other strategic spots.
nate but it ought not to be surprising.

That is unfortu-

Communists tend to work harder at the

business and to maintain a tighter discipline.
tractive allies to some military leaders.

That might make them seem at-

The Cornmunists may also be receiving

financial contributions from outside, although the Embassy has very little of a
specific nature on these reports. What they have suggests that the amounts that
have been supplied to date are nowhere near as large as some of the publicly reported figures which run as high as $10 million.
To reiterate, however, Communist activity or, for that matter that of
any political group, is dependent on the tolerance of the military leaders.
That point cannot be stressed too strongly.
within the military.

The revolution began as a revolt

The revolution remains under the control of the military.

Barring large scale intervention from outside, it will evolve only in ways which
are tolerable to the military.

In this connection, it would be wise to refrain

from labeling any of the lea.ding figures in the military hierarchy as left,
right, pro-Communist or anti-.

The reasonably sa.:f'e assumption for all of the
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- 4 military leaders is that they are going to be pro-military.

They will work

with those civilians whom they regard, as they regard themselves, as working
for the well-being and honor of Portugal.

Whatever emerges in the end from

the present situation, whatever the government, it is going to be one which
is in accord with what the military believes is acceptable and is best for
Portugal.
It is also reasonable to expect that unless the various political
factions can resolve their struggles for factional power into a viable civilian political structure in the not too distant future, the Portuguese people
will lose patience with the "new politics," and its various civilian protagonists.
The initial signs, in this connection, are beginning to appear.

It may well be

that the people will yearn, again, for order and welcome a far more direct as'
sertion of power by the military. The military authorities may then settle on
one among themselves to be the personification of that authority.

If that hap-

pens, with or without civil war, Portugal is likely to witness the emergence of
a new military authoritarianism.
period.

It would not equate with the Salazar-Caetano

There can be no turning back the clock.

Real economic and social prob-

lems exist in Portugal, especially in the wake of the dissolution of the colonial
empire.

Any governing authority must deal with these problems or face national

chaos and disenchantment.
A new military authority is likely to be young, vigorous, businesslike and passionately nationalist in its deuication--at least at first.

It

may even, with the aid of civilian technicians and infusions of aid from outside,
provide tolerably good public administration.

Regrettably, it will also mean the

end of the bright promise of a free and responsive political system in this small
·:

,_, : '

- 5 piece of the Iberian Peninsula.

That is a setback for freedom, no matter how

it :may seem at the outset.

u.

S. Policies
Our policies in the Portuguese situation should derive from our national

interests, not our ideological predilections, except to the extent that we refrain
from impeding the emergence of free civilian institutions anywhere.

On close ex-

amination, then, our interests are not as extensive as one would be led to expect
from the amount of press coverage which has been given to the minutiae of Portuguese political developments.
To provide some sense of proportion, it would be well to bear in mind
that Portugal is of considerably greater significance to Western Europe than it
is to this nation.

In an economic sense, our investments in PortuiSal and e·ven

our trade are but a fraction of those of the Western Europeans.
abhorrent to contemplate the appearance of a Comr:iunist

rcg~~e

If we find it

across the ocean-,

what of Spain and the other Europeans to whom it would be a next door neighbor?
As for NATO one must assume that the organization is at least as important to
the Europeans as it is to us although their indifference to its needs suggests,
somet:i.r.les, the contrary.

To be sure, a "Comn1unist enemy" nation :in the ranks

of NATO is an appalling thought.

But even if Portugal 11 went Conmiunist," and

that required the withdrawal or ejection of Portugal, would that necessarily
mean the demise of NATO?

After all, NA.TO has weathered the far more si[;nifi-

cant deactivation of French participation.

HA'l'O has al::;o seen, without fallin0

apart, the Bastern line of defense reduced to somethinc approachinc irrelevance

. '

T.;

- 0 because of the Cyprus dispute.
membership since the outset.

It has also managed to function without Spanish
There are some who are aghast at the administrative

nightmare of trying to operate HATO with a. member state in which Communists hold
some positions in a coalition government.

That may be a bureaucratic embarrass-

ment but it hardly constitutes a cause for panic.

Indeed, a modus vivendi has

already been found for that contingency in the case of Portugal.
Beyond limited economic interests and a possible concern for lrATO
embarrassment, what else is there of fundamental interest to this nation?

As

a practical matter, there is only the U. S. base in the Azores at Lajes.

As of

now, there has been no interference with U. S. operations there, notwithstanding
the fact that the lease has

e~~pired.

liar is there any indication of a determina-

tion in Lisbon to ask us to leave as is legally within Portugal's right.

In

short, either because of pre-occupation uith other questions or because the
present authorities in Lisbon ha·,re no objection to our remaining, there is no
immediate need to deal with the base problem.

Certainly there is no need to

contemplate supportint; an A:.::ores "separatist mover.1ent 11 of obscure origin as a
way of preserving our

occupanc~~.

If such a movement were to succeed and. if by

chance it happened to be pro-American and disposed to asl: us to stay at the base
in return for help, all we would gain by it over what we now ha·,re ·.;oulcl be one
more expensive dependent "indepe:1dent nation" since the islands arc in no way
self-supporting.
The fact that there in no :immediate challenGe to the ii...:.ores base
affords us a good opportunity for a prompt examination of t!1e purported. "vital
necessity" of this insto.llation.

It is not cheap to operate in the A::.ores

in

any event and all overseas bases are not, ip::;o facto, "vital" or even necessary

- 7to U. S. interests.

Indeed, it would seem to me most desirable to examine very

closely the cost-effectiveness of any overseas installation, especially one
which may be conceivably jeopardized by political developments before rather
than after the fact.

~!oreover,

in particular need of examination at this time,

in my judgment, are those bases which are justified preponderantly in terms of
0

relevance to the supply of Israel.

That is a chief justification which I found

to be advanced not only in regard to the Azores base but, also, with regard to
bases in Thailand and the Philippines and wherever else in the world I made inquiry.

If all these bases were used simultaneously for this purpose, Israel

might well collapse of the weight of materiel which could pour into that country.
"Israel-supply" seems to have beco:ne somethin13 of a bureaucrat::.c gimm:i.ck with regard. to base-justification abroad.

'l'here are many routes to Israel and the costs

of alternatives should be measured against the cost of maintainine a base such as
that in the Azores "at all costs."
To sum up, the need in Portusal, as I see it, is to keep a very cool
approach in a situation whose alarmist aspects could well be over-stated..
cannot be sure what will emerge in the end.

One

One can be sure, however, that if

Portugal collapses in a civil war in the Spanish pattern, it will

t the

tics of every Western European country wide-open in ic.i.eolo3ical cli·J"ision.

pol:i.'.!hat

then of i'l:ATO's fate?
It is well to note that the Soviet Union has not bec:1 ostentatiously
conspicuous in the Portugue:::;e situation and that the Chinece are Gteerinc clear
of it entirely.

He would be well-advised to follow suit.

Indeed, we should

restrain any tendency to label persona5es and developments in the c;lib and

- Bconfusing shorthand of ideological confrontation.
11

"Lefist," "rightist,"

Maoist, 11 "to the left of the Communists" are inexact and migratory terms

at best.

In a situation such as exists in Portugal, where they are freely

used, they may be subject to sudden and unexpected twists and turns which
could lead to our entrapment in rigid and undesirable connn.itments.
As for situations such as Portugal in wnich our

o>m

national concerns,

whether economic or defensive, are less than those of the Western Europeans, we
would be well-advised to let the latter take the lead.

Their stake in Portugal,

as noted, is far gr-eater than our own.
Insofar as the Azores military base is concerned, we ought now to
have an impartial evaluation :nade of' its cost-effectiveness in comparison with
other av·ailable bases and techniques for fulfillfoi:; identical raissio:-1s.

'l'he

Azores installation may well pro-;e to be more costly and even redundant.

Cer-

tainly, it seems to me eminently ciesirable in om· aational interests t;o avoid.
involvement fo separatist developments anywhere in Portu;;al, includin.:::; the
A::.ores.

In the latter case,

iie

direct military responsibility.

could llind up with one more
~fo

costl~',

continuin.:;

a.re already e;:tencled in that fas:1ioc1 norc

than 3,500 niles across the Pacific from Iiawaii.

lt is clifficult to see in what

way a neu direct cor:unitment 2,500 miles out into t11e Atlantic l'ron the

will serve the interests of the people of the United States.

~:as"v
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ENERGY TALKING POINTS FOR PRESIDENT
AT BI-PARTISAN LEADERSHIP MEETING

1.

With regard to oil decontrol, I met with Speaker Albert
and Senator Mansfield last week to discuss this issue.

2.

I feel that the 39-month phased decontrol plan with the
$11.50 cap on new oil I sent to the Congress in late
July went more than half-way in meeting the concerns
voiced by members of Congress. By increasing the quantity
of oil decontrolled from 1 1/2% the first year to 2 1/2%,
then 3 1/2% in the last 15 months and gradually increasing
the cap by $.05 per month, it would have rolled back
prices during the first year and assured that future OPEC
price increases would not be mirrored in higher domestic
oil prices. Unfortunately, it was rejected by the House
of Representatives.

3.

At Mike Mansfield's and Carl Albert's request, I
indicated that I would be willing to sign a 30-45 day
extension of the EPAA if I could be reasonably assured
that the Congress would accept my 39 month decontrol plan.
I believe such an approach is best, and a compromise
would be in the nation's best interest.

4.

While I would like to compromise, I have heard statements
from some members of Congress who appear to be putting
politics ahead of the development of a national energy
policy. While I hope they don't prevail, if compromise
is not possible, I will veto any extension of price
controls. However, to ease the impacts of irrIDediate
decontrol, I will take several steps.

5.

First, I will remove the supplemental fees on petroleum
imports and again support a windfall profits tax and
rebates to consumers of the tax revenues.

6.

As part of the natural gas emergency legislation I will
propose shortly, I will ask for authority to protect
historical users of propane, such as farmers and rural
homes.

7.

Finally, I will submit legislative proposals to help
independent refiners and marketers adjust to decontrol.

s,a.:l-·1
't (.p
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Vera:
There is a bipartisan leadership meeting
on Monday morning, Sept. 8 at 9 a. m.
in the Cabinet Room. It is on energy.
Tom made calls to the congressmen.
Vern, Charlie and Tom will be going.
Tom talked to Vern about it on
Saturday.
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WASHINGTON

September 6, 1975
MEETING WITH BIPARTISAN CONGRESSIONAL LEADERSHIP
Monday, September 8, 1975
9:00 - 10:00 a.m. (1 hour)
The Cabinet Room
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I.

Max L. Friedersdarf
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PURPOSE
To discuss with the bipartisan Congressional leadership
the possibility of a compromise, phased price decontrol
plan for domestic oil production.

II.

BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS AND PRESS PLAN

A.

Background:

1.

Senal:or McClellan, Senator Stennis, and others
sugrynsted during a meeting Saturday with the President
that the President invite the bipartisan Congressional
leaducship to the White House on Monday morning~ for
another attempt to reach a compromise agreement on a
phaRt!d price decontrol plan for domestic oil production.

2.

Deadline for Presidential signature of the six-month
extension for the allocation and price control
authorities on petroleum is midnight, Tuesday, SeptembE!r 9.

3.

The Senate has scheduled a vote to override the
anticipated Presidential veto for 3 P.M., on
Wednesday, September 10, and if the Senate overrides,
the House will seek to override on Thursday, Sept. 11.

B.

Participants:

c.

Press Plan - White House photo only.

III. TALKING POINTS:

See Tab A

See Tab B
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TALKING POINTS
ON
DECONTROL
1.

As most of you know, the Federal allocation and price
control authorities on petroleum expired on August 31 1
1975.

2,

Over the last several months, I have tried repeatedly
to compromise with Congress on this issue.

3.

Just before the August recess, I submitted a 39-month
phased decontrol plan which included a $11.50 cap on
new oil.
It went more than half-way in meeting the
concerns voiced by members of Congress. By increasing
the quantity of oil decontrolled from 1 1/2% the first
year to 2 1/2'5, then 3 1/2% in the last 15 months and
gradually increasing the cap by $.05 per month, it would
have rolled back prices during the first year and assured
that future OPEC price increases would not be mirrored
in higher dom1~stic oil prices. Unfortunately, i t was
rejected by t:.111-~ House of Representatives.

4.

Mike Mansf inld's and Carl Albert's request, I
indicated thdl I would be willing to sign a 30-40 day
oxtension of lite EPAA if I could be reasonably; assured
+
Lhat the Conq 1 ·~ss would accept my 39-month decontrol plan.
l believe suct1 an approach is best, and a compromise
would be in U1i.~ nation's best interest.

5.

While I would Like to compromise, I have heard statements
from some mernllr}rs of Congress who appear to be putting
politics ahead of the development of a national energy
policy. While I hope they don't prevail, it now appears
that compromise is not possible until after my veto of
any extension of price controls is sustained. However,
to ease the impacts of immediate decontrol, I wil·l take
several steps.

6.

First, I will remove the supplemental fees on petroleu.i.u
imports and again support a windfall prof its tax and
rebates to consumers.of the tax revenues. This will keep
the price increases from decontrol to very modest levels.

7.

As part of the natural gas emergency legislation, I will
propose shortly, I will ask for authority to allocate
and control the price of propane.
It will assure that
historical users of propane, such as farmers and rural.
homes get needed supplies at reasonable prices.

l\t:

. ..
··

-28.

Finally, I will submit legislative proposals to help
independent refiners and marketers adjust to decontrol.
For independent refiners, new legislation will provide
a continuation of the subsid s they now receive under
the allocation act. These subsidies will phase out
gradually to ease the transition back to a free market.
For independent marketers of gasoline, I will propose
legislation to provide for legal remedies if coercive
action is taken by major oil companies.

-

'

'

.

.

PROPANE

Propane is a petroleum product which

used in

agriculture for crop drying, rural home heating and in
industrial and electrical utilities.

Under the Emergency

Petroleum Allocation Act (EPAA) , the FEA allocated propane
and controlled its price.

Using these authorities,

historical users such as farmers were assured needed supplies.
Because of the natural gas shortage, large industrial and
utility users who are curtailed may attempt to substitute
propane.

Such purchases could divert large quantities of

propane from historical users or cause large price increases.
lH:?cause the P n~sident intends to veto the six month
exh:11fllon of tho 1:1'AA, new authorities are needed to protect

hLdncical propc11,
l('·f I 11 cttion as I'

to

d1.'.1tl

users.

1i

!

The President will request

of comprehensive emergency legislation .....

with thl· r•·tt.ural gas shortage, which will:

" Provide all

1

Jl

:ation and pricing authorities for all

propane uo;1.,.
0

Assure historical users of adequate supplies at
reasonable prices.

0

Regulate the use of propane by new industrial users who
are experiencing natural gas curtailments.
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MEETING WITH REPUBLICAN CONGRESSIONAL LEADERS
Tuesday, September 9, 1975
8:00-9:30 a.m. (90 minutes)
The Cabinet Room

From:
I.

Max L. Friedersdorf

~·~

PURPOSE
To discuss with Republican Leaders the veto of the
Education Appropriations Bill, status of the energy
issue, Turkish Aide and the Middle East settlement.

II.

BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS AND PRESS PLAN
A.

B.

Background:
1.

The House will vote today on an attempt to override
the President's veto on the Education Appropriations
Bill which is $1.2 billion over the budget. Prospects
for sustaining the veto are discouraging.

2.

The Senate has scheduled a vote for 3:00 p.m. tomorrow,
Wednesday, September 10, on an attempt to override the
President's veto of the six month extension of the
Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act.

3.

The House failed by a vote of 206-223 on July 24, 1975,
to lift the ban on military aid to Turkey. Attempts to
schedule another vote before the August recess failed
and the issue is still pending before the House Rules
Committee.
"Doc" Morgan has indicated he prefers not
to push the issue in Rules Committee until talks concerning Cyprus scheduled in New York this week are concluded.

4.

Egypt and Israel have signed a Middle East settlement
negotiated by Secretary Kissinger.
Stationing of
American technicians as monitors is receiving scrutiny
by Congress and the House and Senate will consider concurrent resolutions of approval.
The Administration is
hopeful that the concurrent resolution can be approved
in the next ten days.

Participants:

See Tab A

-2-

c.

Press Plan:
Announce to the Press as a regular Republican
Leadership meeting. Press and White House
photographers.

III.
IV.

AGENDA

See Tab B

TALKING POINTS

See Tab C

1.

We have a number of important issues to consider today.

2.

The most immediate concern is the veto consideration in
the House today of the Education Appropriations Bill
which is $1.2 billion over the budget.

3.

Perhaps John Rhodes and Bob Michel can give us a report
on the veto vote in the House today?

~

,
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PARTICIPANTS
The President
The Vice President
SENATE
Hugh Scott
Bob Griff in
Carl Curtis
Bob Stafford
John Tower
Ted Stevens
Strom Thurmond
Jake Javits
Paul Fannin
Cliff Case
HOUSE
John Rhodes
Bob Michel
John Anderson
Sam Devine ·
Jack Edwards
Barber Conable
Lou Frey
Jimmy Quillen
Guy Vander Jagt
Al Cederberg
Al Quie
Herm Schneebeli
Bill Broomfield
Bob Wilson
STAFF
Secretary Kissinger
Secretary Schlesinger
Secretary Morton
Don Rumsfeld
Bob Hartmann
Jack Marsh
Max Friedersdorf
Phil Buchen
Jim Lynn
Alan Greenspan
Bill Seidman
Jim Cannon
Ro.n Ness.en
Frank Zarb
Brent Scowcroft
Dick Cheney
Doug Bennett
Vern Loen

Bill Kendall
Pat O'Donnell
Charles Leppert
Tom Loeffler
Bob Wolthuis

REGRETS'
Senator Young
Bill Baroody

AG EN PA
8:00-8:15 a.m.
(15 minutes)

The President opens the meeting and announces
the agenda for discussion (Education Appropriations Bill veto, energy, Turkish Aid, and the
Middle East settlement.)

8:15-8:30 a.m.
(15 minutes)

The President calls upon Rhodes and Michel for
a report on the House vote on the Presidential
veto of the Education Appropriations Bill.

8:30-8:45 a.m.
(15 minutes)

The President reviews the energy situation and
calls upon Frank Zarb for comments.
•

8:45-9:00 a.m.
(15 minutes)

The President introduces the subject of the
ban on military aid to Turkey and calls upon
Secretary Kissinger for comments.

9:00-9:15 a.m.
(15 minutes)

The President refers to the Middle East settlement and calls upon Secretary Kissinger for
comments.

9:15-9:30 a.m.
( 15 minutes}

The President invites leaders to raise any
other subjects of interest.

9:30 a.m.

The President concludes the meeting.

OIL DECONTROL
1.

As most of you know, the Federal allocation and price control
authorities on petroleum expired on August 31, 1975.

2.

Over the last several months, I have tried repeatedly to
compromise with Congress on this issue.

3.

Just before the August recess, I submitted a 39-month phased
decontrol plan which included a $11.50 cap on new oil.
It went
more than half-way in meeting the concerns voiced by Members
of Congress. By increasing the quantity of oil decont~olled
from 1 1/2% the first year to 2 1/2%, then 3 1/2% in the last
15 months and gradually increasing the cap by $.o5 per month,
it would have rolled back prices during the first year and
assured that future OPEC price increases would not be mirrored
in higher domestic oil prices. Unfortunately, it was rejected
by the House of Representatives.

4.

At Mike Mansfield's and Carl Albert's request, I indicated that
I would be willing to sign a 30-40 day extension of the EPAA
if I could be reasonably assured that Congress would accept my
39-month decontrol plan. I believe such an approach is best,
and a qompromis~ would be in the nation's best interest.

5.

While I would like to compromise, I have heard statements from
some Members of Congress who appear to be putting politics
ahead of the development of a national energy policy. While
I hope they don't prevail, it now appears that compromise is
not possible until after my veto of any extension of price
controls is sustained. However, to ease the impacts of
immediate decontrol, I will take several steps.

6.

First, I will remove the supplemental fees on petroleum imports
and again support a windfall profits tax and rebates to consumers
of the tax revenues. This will keep the price increases from
decontrol to very modest levels.

7.

As part of the natural gas emergency legislation, I will propose
shortly, I will ask for authority to allocate and control the
price of propane, such as farmers and rural homes get needed
supplies at reasonable prices.

8.

Finally, I will submit legislative proposals to help independent
refiners and marketers adjust to decontrol.
For independent
refiners, new legislation will provide a continuation of the
subsidies they now receive under the allocation act.
These
subsidies will phase out gradually to ease the transition back
to a free market.
For independent marketers of gasoline, I will
propose legislation to provide for legal remedies if coercive
action is taken by major oil companies.

'

PROPANE
Propane is a petroleum product which is used in agriculture for
crop drying, rural home heating and in industrial and electrical
utilities.
Under the Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act (EPPA),
the FEA allocated propane and controlled its price. Using these
authorities, historical users such as farmers were assured needed
supplies. Because of the natural gas shortage, large industrial
and utility users who are curtailed may attempt to subsitute
propane. Such purchases could divert large quantities of propane
from historical users or cause large price increases.
Because the President intends to veto the six month extens~on of
the EPAA, new authorities are needed to protect historical propane
users. The President will request legislation as part of comprehensive emergency legislation to deal with the natural gas shortage,
which will:
0

Provide allocation and pricing authorities for all propane
use.

0

Assure historical users of adequate supplies at reasonable
prices.

0

Regul_ate the use of propane by new industrial users who
are experiencing natural gas curtailments.
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TALKING POINTS -- MIDDLE EAST

I.

Before going into the details of Henry's recent visit to the Middle East,
let me make the following comments about the present disengagement
agreement between Egypt and Israel. First, long before I sent H~nry
to the area, it was clear that we had to continue movement toward a
settlement, either by a partial step or by an overall approach. As you
know, we have been attempting for many months to establish a successful negotiation between both countries . The divergence of their positions
following the March discussion, however, made this extremely difficult
and forced us into a thorough review of our alternative courses of diplomatic action. It was clear, however, that we had to continue movement
toward a settlement, either by another partial step or by attempting an
overall approach. Accordingly, I sent Henry on this latest trip.

2 . · I r e gard this present agreement as an achievement about which the
United States can be justly proud. Some Americans are undoubtedly
cautious about a deeper U . S . involvement in the Middle East and an
American presence in the Sinai as a result of the agreement, but the
price this country has to pay is small indeed in comparison to what we
would have had to pay if there had been no agreement at all. The positive
advantages of the agreement are many - - a stabilization of the conflict
for a period, an improvement of the U . S. position in the Middle East,
a continued reduction and isolation of Soviet influence in the area, the
reaffirmation of the strength of our relationship with Israel, and the
opening of a doorway to further future movement toward a final settle ment.
3.

Henry could you please discuss the results of your trip.
[Secretary Kissinger ' s remarks . ]

4.

Let me conclude by reiterating my deep personal gratitude at the success
of the negotiations . We have managed to avert a serious deterioration in
the Arab - Israeli situation that could have resulted in war; we have given
ourselves and our friends important advantages in the Middle East; and
we have kept the door open to further future movement toward a final
settlement. It is important, in fact , to recognize that this agreement
is not a final act but is only a steP. toward a conclusive and lasting peace .
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Its significance is that it gives us time and opportunity to solve the
other problems related to a final settlement without the threat of
imminent conflict.
5.

The responsibility, however, to continue our efforts is still with us;
to this end, we will need the continued confidence of all parties, 4rabs
as well as Israelis. We cannot be generous with one side and turn our
back on the other; this is the essential reason why I shall be asking
the Congress for increased assistance for Egypt when the Administration's assistance request for the Middle East goes forward, and why it
is essential that we honor certain requests from Arab countries for
U.S. military equipment. I shall count on your support for these
programs.

6.

I thank you for your encouragement in the past, and I urge your firm
and active support for the present agreement.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

September 24, 1975
MEETING WITH BIPARTISAN CONGRE$SIONAL LEADERSHIP
Thursday, September 25, 1975
B: 00-9: 30 a. m. ( 90 minutes)
The Cabinet Room

From:
I.

l!ax L. Friedersdorf

i.

,#'

PURPOSE
To discuss energy, Turkish Aid and the Sinai
settlement.

II.

BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS AND PRESS PLAN
A.

Background:

1.

B.

Extension of the Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act is
pending in the Senate after the House passed a 45-day
extension retroactive to September 1. Senator Mansfield
has suggested the President accept a November 15 extension with a November 1 restriction on the President to
submit a new phased decontrol plan.

2.

The House has passed H.R. 7014, the unacceptable Dingell
bill and a conference with the Senate on S. 622 is
expected shortly.

3.

On Wednesday, September 24, the House Rules Committee
reported out by a vote of 9-6, the bill to lift the ban
on military aid to Turkey which is scheduled for Floor
action early next week. A close vote is expected.
(Speaker Albert was extremely helpful in firming up
votes in the Rules Committee, and in defying Brademas
on scheduling House action prior to the October 12
elections in Turkey.)

4.

The Egypt-Israel Sinai agreement is pending in both
Committees of the House and Senate.
House International
Relations is scheduled to report the bill on Thursday,
September 25, and Floor consideration may be scheduled
for next week.

Participants:

Tab A

~

~
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c.

Press Plan:

Press Office to announce as a regular bipartisan
leadership meeting. Press and White House photographers.
III.

IV.

AGENDA

See Tab B

TALKING POINTS
1.

Energy - See Tab C

2.

Turkish Aid - See Tab D

3.

Sinai Agreement - See Tab E

PARTICIPANTS
The President
The Vice President
SENATE
Jim Eastland
Mike .Mansfield
Hugh Scott
Carl Curtis
Frank Moss
HOUSE
Carl Albert
Tip O'Neill
Jack McFall
Bob Michel
John Anderson
STAFF
Secretary Kissinger
Secretary Morton
Don Rumsfeld
Bob Hartmann
Jack Marsh
Phil Buchen
Ron Nessen
Jim Cannon
Jim Lynn
Max Friedersdorf
Alan Greenspan
Brent Scowcrof t
Dick Cheney
Frank Zarb
Vern Loen
Bill Kendall
Pat O'Donnell
Charles Leppert
Tom Loeffler
Bob Wolthuis

REGRETS
cretary Schlesinger
Sen. Griffin
Sen. Byrd
Rep. Rhodes
Rep. Burton
Bill Seidman
Bill Baroody

·AGENDA

8:00-8:10 a.m.
(10 minutes)

The President opens the meeting and discusses
the status of energy legislation

8:10-8:20 a.m.
(10 minutes)

The President calls upon Frank Zarb for comments
on energy.

8:20-8:35 a.m.
(15 minutes)

The President calls on the Speaker and Senator
Mansfield for comments on energy legislation.

8:35-8:40 a.m.
(5 minutes)

The President introduces the subject of Turkish
Aid, thanks the Speaker for scheduling the bill
for House action next week, and urges a favorable vote.

8:40-8:55 a.m.
(15 minutes)

The President calls upon Secretary Kissinger
and leaders for any comments on Turkish Aid.

8:55-9:00 a.m.
(5 minutes)

The President introduces the subject of the
Sinai agreement and the need for prompt approval.

9:00-9:10 a.m.
(10 minutes)

The President calls upon Secretary Kissinger
and leaders to comment on the Sinai agreement.

9:10-9:30 a.m.
(20 minutes)

The President invites the leaders to discuss
other topics of interest.

9:30 a.m.

The President concludes the meeting.
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TALKING POINTS ON ENERGY
1.

Controls have been off since September 1. While there has
been very little movement in the market up to now, it is
important to clarify the situat~on by October ~·

2.

Frank Zarb has met with the leadership and many members of
the Congress over the last several days and the possible
directions are unclear.

3.

I asked the Congress for four separate pieces of legislation
which would enable us to handle the absence of controls very
nicely.
I think i t is important that we reach a resolution
of this issue very quickly.
The uncertainty must end, and
we must either get an extension of controls or enact needed
new legislation such as a windfall profits tax or propane
control authorities.

4.

I am very disturbed by the public statements by some members
of Congress which indicate that they would prefer no extension
and no enactment of needed authorities in the absence of
controls. Such a position is clearly irresponsible and is
playing politics with an important national issue.

5.

I understand that H. R. 7014 will go to conference with S. 622
and I want to make clear that this is not an acceptable
compromise on the oil price control issue.

6.

Frank, would you like to add anything before we hear from
the members?

~
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

November 13, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
FROM:

MAX L. FRIEDERSDORF

SUBJECT:

Meeting with Republican Congressional Leadership Republican Members of the Energy Bill Conference

/Af.o ·

Attached is a list of those participating in this evening's
7:30 p.rn. meeting in the Cabinet Room.
Unfortunately, several of the leaders who probably would
argue in favor of a signing will not be present.
This
includes Hugh Scott, Carl Curtis and John Anderson.

PART I

The President
SENATE

Bob Griffin
Paul Fannin
Cliff Hansen
Dewey Bartlett
Jim McClure
Ted Stevens
Lowell Weicker
Glenn Beall
Howard Baker
John Tower
Bob Stafford
HOUSE
Bud Brown
Jim Broyhill
Bob Michel
Sam Devine
Jack Edw.ards
Barber Conable
Lou Frey
Herm Schneebeli
STAFF
Jack Marsh
Dick Cheney
Max Friedersdorf
Brent Scowcroft
Alan Greenspan
Ron Nessen
Jim Cannon
Jim Lynn
Bill Seidman
Frank Zarb
Vern Loen
Bill Kendall
Pat O'Donnell
Charles Leppert
Tom Loeffler
John Hill
Eric Zausner
Bob Wolthuis

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Date:
TO:

v~

FROM: Max L. Friedersdorf

------

For Your Information

Please Bandle.~----------+---------,~~

.

__________......,...____,,,_

Please See Me

Conunents, Please
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Kis inger
Rum feld
Cal!Laway
Spe cer
Hartmann
Bucllen
Marsh
Cheney
Nes en
Cannon
Lyni\
Gre~nspan
Scofcroft
Sei~man

Barpody
Friedersdorf
Loe
Ken~all

O'D nnell
Lep
Loe
Wol
Rou

Griff in
Curtis
Stafford

TALKING POINTS FOR
REPUBLICAN LEADERSHIP
MEETING
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1975

1.

I have not, as yet, made up my mind on whether I will
sign the omnibus energy bill now in Conference. This
will be a tough decision on my part and while I have
heard from most of my advisors, I will not make a
final de6ision·until I see the final bill.

2.

On the one hand, this bill incorporates several of my
major proposals outlined last January and begins the
decontrol process, so long sought by this Administration.
And while I feel this is the best possible piece of
energy legislation I can expect before the election, it
does have several major drawbacks, particularly the
decontrol provision which will not provide adequate
incentive for increased production in the next two years.

3.

I hope, nevertheless, that whatever my final decision
is, you will support that decision in the Congress.

4.

As you know, natural gas legislation is expected to reach
the House floor for a vote in the near future.
Frank,
will you please give us a status report on this
legislation?

SECRET-TALKING POINTS

PeoEle' s Republic of China
1.

I went to China with the intention of sustaining and building
on the dialogue which we have established with the leaders
in Peking over the last four years. I believe this serves
the most fundamental interests of our country: to help
shape the evolution of a more stable balance among the
great powers; and to create the conditions for a more
permanent and realistic relationship with a country with
almost a quarter of the world's population.

2.

I went to Peking with no illusions. We clearly have basic
areas of disagreement with the Chinese. Quite apart from
the differences of philosophy, culture, and social systems,
they perceive the state of the world in much more ominous
terms than do we. They believe the prospects for a new
world war are substantial. They maintain a bitter hostility
toward the Soviet Union that is reflected in both political and
military confrontation.

3.

For all these areas of difference, we did find much in common
with the Chinese. Although our approaches to dealing with the
Soviet Union differ, given our varying positions in the world
and our respective national interests, we share a distrust
of Soviet intentions. The Chinese support a strong NATO,
as we do. They urge the Japanese to maintain strong ties to
the U.S., a policy of obv-ious value to us. They v.rish to see
Soviet influence excluded from the Middle East. And we both
are wary of Moscow's efforts to extend Soviet influence directly
or indirectly into such places as Angola, the Indian Subcontinent,
and Southeast Asia. I believe my talks with Chairman Mao
and Vice Premier Teng strengthened the basis for continuing
parallel actions on these issues of common concern. We also
clarified our areas of continuing difference. I indicated, for
example, that our people find it difficult to accept some of
the Chinese criticism of our policies that serve their own
interests as well as ours -- as in the Middle East ..

_\
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4.

On Korea, our public policies clearly differ, but my impression is that the Chinese would not find instability on the
peninsula helpful to their security concerns any more than we
would. I believe they will oppose the stirring up of trouble
there.

5.

On Taiwan and the normalization question, the Chinese did
not press for a change in the present situation. They know
that there are strong feelings in this country, and they see
that our influence there keeps the situation stable. At the
same time, their interest in the eventual completion of the
normalization process has not changed. I believe that it is
important that that should at some point take place -- for
the larger strategic interests involved -- but there was no
attempt to re solve the specific timing and the actual modalities of a new arrangement.

6.

As you know from
public announcement, the Chinese very
helpfully provided information on seven MIAs lost in past
years along the Chinese periphery. Hopefully this may
encourage Hanoi to be more forthcoming in accounting for
our Indochina MIAs.

7.

To sum.marize, I believe my four days in Peking contributed
to the strengthening of our relationship with the People's
Republic of China in a manner that will further our efforts
to create a more stable international situation.

Indonesia and the Philippines

1.

My visits to Indone
and the Philippines were especially
useful parts of the Pacific trip. They put our overall relations
with the region into perspective in the context of my trip to
China and our active dealings with the Japanese this past year.

2.

Both President Marcos and President Suharto said that the
fall of Vietnam and Cambodia last spring had produced very
real questions about the future role of the U.S. in their part
of the world.
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3. My visit elicited comments from both of them that they do
not want the U.S. to retreat to a 11 fortress America. 11 They
want us to play a constructive and responsible role in Asia.
I told them this was precisely our intention. My speech at
the East-West Center in Hawaii on Sunday was designed to
explain to the American people our overall approach to the
Pacific region.
4. I was highly impressed by the receptions we received in both
countries, particularly in the Philippines. We have many friends
and much public good will in these two countries. They are
looking to us for leadership and support. I told them both that
we want to sustain strong and friendly relations.
5. President Marcos is basically concerned with two aspects of
our relationship: achieving more favorable terms of trade for
Philippine products, and revising our base arrangements so
that it does not appear as though they have no control over them.
Marcos genuinely wants the bases to remain. He told me the
Chinese had not in any way pressed him for their removal.
6. We agreed that we would negotiate on both subjects in the near
future. We hope to include investment guarantees that would be
helpful to American investors, as well as trade arrangements
which are in Philippine interests, in our overall treaty. While
we may agree to some changes in the base arrangements, there
will be no reduction in our operating capability.
7. Indonesia is a country which merits our close attention and
interest. It is the fifth most populous country in the world.
It is also rich in oil resources, although its per capita income
is still very low.
8. Indonesia is a member of OPEC, and we have tended to lump it
together with the other OPEC countries when enacting restrictive
or retaliatory legislation. I do not believe this has been a wise
course. Indonesia has not in the past supported the harshest
OPEC actions, such as the embargo and the full amount of the
recent ten percent price increase.

SECAE~

9.

10.

4

The Indonesians are concerned about the possible spread
of Communist subversion in their country. They keep Peking
and Hanoi at arms length and try to react quickly to possible
threats.
The Indonesians also indicated they want to encourage U.S.
investment in their country.

TALKING POINTS:

TAX REDUCTION AND SPENDING RESTRAINT PROGRAM

1.

There are two broad objectives of my tax reduction and
spending restraint program. First, the reduction in the
level or rate of growth in Federal spending was designed
to make a start toward regaining control over the exces~
sive rise in government expenditures which has been a
major force behind the inflation of recent years.

2.

Secondly, the tax reduction was designed to provide relief
for the American taxpayer who has witnessed a larger and
larger portion of his income sent to Washington in the form
of taxes. My tax program was structured to focus relief
among those middle income Americans who have borne the
major burden of greater taxes.

3.

I have insisted on coupling my proposed tax reduction with
a comparable reduction in the growth of Federal spending.
To legislate a permanent reduction in Federal revenues
without a simultaneous reduction in the level of Federal
expenditures is to delude our constituents that we are
providing them a tax cut. We only substitute the capricious tax of inflation for the income tax we seemingly
cut.
We must summon the political courage to consider both tax
reductions and expenditure restraints together. We must
avoid the temptation to do what is easy today and put off
what is difficult until later.

4.

I am convinced that the great majority of Americans desire
sustained economic growth without inflation and are willing to support the measures necessary to achieve this goal.
This is the purpose of my program. It is a program which
is fair and achievable and a program for which I am proud
to request your wholehearted support.

5.

Some have suggested that establishing a limitation on Federal spending in FY 1977 now disrupts the congressional
budget process. But this is a convenient criticism rather
than a substantive one. To recognize and explicitly ~cknow
ledge the parameters within which one is going to make budgetary decisions is a constructive rather than a disruptive
step. Establishing a level of Federal spending permits .all those in the government to realize the bounds within ·
which they must operate. We all know from our individua:f
experience that we should not decide how much we would
·
like to spend first and then see if we have enough resources
to accommodate that level of spending. Rather, we determine what level of spending we can afford and then make our
decisions within that constraint.

Corr•1)arison of Tai: Cuts Relative to 1972-74 Law
( i n ~ billions assrnn.es 197 5 Incorrie Levef)___
_

Individual Cuts
standard deduction
changes

Tax Reduction
Act of 1975

President's
H.R. 10612

$ 2.5

$ 2.5

$ 5.3

$10.2

Proposal
$ 4.0

exemption/taxable

income credit
personal exemption

$10.l

--

$ 6.6

$12.7

$20.7

3·:0

3.0

$ 1. 5

$ 1.5

rate changes
1.

earned income credit 1/

$ 1. 5

house purchase credit

$ 0.6
$ 9.9

Business Cuts
investment credit

$ 3.3

small business rate
and surtax exemption
changes

$ 1. 5

2/

2% corporate rate
reduction

$ 2.2

Six point utility

$ 0.6

package

.Total Tax Cuts

$ 4.7

$ 4.5

$ 7.2

$14.6

$17.2

$27.9

l/

Includes both refundable and non-refundable portions.

2/

Includes extra 1 percent credit for ESOP's.

(For additional detail see Annex Tables 21 and 22.)
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